I'm sure you have heard people say "I bleed red, white, and blue." This is something I've heard my uncle say, my coaches, and many other people say. In my piece of art I used watercolor to create drips of "blood" in red and blue to signify that quote but on top of that I painted a skyline of rundown and old buildings to show that you many say that and you may claim to love America but, do you love every part of it? I used magazine and I cut out people on many different pages to show the diversity that we see within our world today, The people on that are in the shape of a U and in the shape of an S this has two separate meanings It spells out the word US meaning that no matter your level in society almost everything you do affects most people. It also means that we need to be the change. People need to do what they can for people in need and fight for people higher than us in society to also do their part and help. You also could view it as the U.S. because no matter your age, race, size, sexuality we are all part of America and everyone deserves the same care and basic needs that others get.